Lite
Installation Guide

First, read this installation guide or watch the
installation videos before assembling the Lite
Table. Scan the QR-code with the camera on
your phone to access the guide and videos.

Tools

Mounting materials

Only for
aluminium legs

Screwdriver
PZ1

Screwdriver
PZ2

Depending on
length table
Screw
M5X16

Frame cover
Universal
4x

Adjustable
feet
4x

Leg Bracket
4x

Allen key
BZK6

Allen key
BZK5

Bolt
M8X16
16x

Sliding Nut
M8
16x

Self-tapping screw
M3X10
8x

Grub
M8X12
4x

Table legs

Tabletop

or

Lite Table Legs
Lite Table Legs
Steel
Aluminium
74cm | 95cm | 110cm 74cm | 95cm | 110cm

Lite Table Top
90/129 - 150/297

Table frame (depending on table top length)

Profile
1200 mm

Profile
1500 mm

Profile
1800 mm

Profile
2100 mm

Profile
2400 mm

1

Place table top upside down on a blanket

!

2

Place profiles on the bottom of the table and mount
them with screws

Make sure to place frame
e.g. on protection blanket
to prevent damage.

3

Insert sliding nuts

4

Mount legs on profiles

5

Mount the caps on the ends of the supporting profiles

6

Only for aluminium feet: Mount feet brackets on legs

7

Placement of adjustable feet

Turn the table with care

8

or

!

9

Congratulations, it’s done!

Make sure to protect
the edge of the table top
while turning it to
prevent damage.

We create interior products
by today’s standards.
De Vorm is established in a new era, we develop products by
the standards of today. This means we produce efficiently, use
the full lifecycle of products and eventually give them a new life.
Our emphasis lies on making a product that works, by setting
a variety of conditions; it should be legible, accessible, but also
environmental friendly and aesthetically perfectly in balance.

We like a product because
of its functionality.
A good product makes life easier — by helping us function
better throughout the day. We firmly believe that the beauty
of a design lies in the sum of its functions. That is what makes
it a complete product.

We continuously raise the bar.
From the very first sketches we already start searching,
combining and developing new techniques to find new possibilities
to innovate. Our design process is infused with technical
development; techniques result in aesthetic features and the other
way round.
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